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26.09.2018 Program council meeting
 
On 26.09.2018 the program council of
working group 4 had a meeting, which
defined the date and the topic of the next,
third, session. The council chose 15 of
October as a date and chose “Migration
and security challenges” as a topic.
National coordinator of NKEU-MK, Prof.
Mileva Gjurovska, working group 4
coordinator Nikola Todorovski, State
Secretary of Ministry of Internal Affairs in
the Republic of Macedonia, Magdalena
Nestorovska, Experts Trpe Stojanovski and
Blerim Reka as well as project assistants
Elena Gacheva and Nikola Jazadjiski were
at the meeting, that was held in Faculty of
Philosophy in Skopje.
In the discussion it was noted that
problems concerning illegal migration
should be prioritized. Participation from
Slovak expert as well as representatives
from various international organizations
that work in this domain (IOM, OSCE,
MARRI) to take part in this Working group
session. Civil society organizations from
Republic of Macedonia such as Red Cross,
Legis, Helsinki committee for human rights
will also be invited to take part.

Third Session of Working group 4 –
Justice, Freedoms and Security

 
“MIGRATION AND SECURITY

CHALLENGES”
 
On 15 of October, there was a third
session of Working group 4 in the Club
of Deputies in Skopje. There were more
than 50 participants to the session, WG4
members and guests – Ambassadors,
judges, university professors, NGO
Activists, Government officials, as well
as, other interested individuals.
The topic of this session of Working
group 4 was “Migration and security
challenges”. The national coordinator of
NKEU-MK, professor Mileva Gjurovska,
noted that the issue about illegal
migration is not closed and that another
wave of migrants going through the
same routes is still possible. Although
the routes seem to be closed, there are
a lot of cases where hundreds of
migrants cross the borders illegally. The
experience with the big migrant wave in
2015-2016, as well as the big number of
migrants that live in the European
Union, makes the questions about
inclusiveness and dealing with other big
waves still relevant and important for
the Union. 
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The Dublin regulations from the EU summit
in Salzburg, bring new regulations that
affect Republic of Macedonia as a transit
country, one that has continuous problems
with illegal migration.
Co-chair Magdalena Nestorovska, the state
secretary of Ministry of Internal Affairs,
stressed that Republic of Macedonia went
through a tough period, however the
response was positively assessed by the
other Balkan states as well as the
European Union which served as another
motive to continue to work hard and be
ready for every possible scenario. She was
pleased with the high number of
participants in the NCEU-MK project,
suggesting that the goal of discussion
between different stakeholders that gives
broad spectre of ideas and proposals on a
lot of sensitive and important topics such
as illegal migration, is accomplished.
Professor Blerim Reka, from University of
South East Europe – Tetovo, said that two
years ago Macedonia successfully
managed the large number of migrants
from the Middle East that saw the route
thorough the Balkans as a way to European
Union, but also noted that the challenge is
not yet closed. The population of non-EU
citizens that reside in countries part of
European Union is at all time high at 5.8%,
which results in anti-migrant feelings and a
change in political climate in some of the
EU member states.From August 2017 to
August 2018, Croatia has 31% increase in
illegal migration, compared to last year.

 Due to European parliament elections
in 2019, the European Union is treating
this question very carefully and that is
one of the reasons for proposals
regarding changes in the famous Dublin
migration document. 
Professor Trpe Stojanovski, from
Faculty of Security, thought that the EU
politics regarding the migrant standards
is sometimes very questionable. It
expects that the Balkan region will
reach the European Union standards in
regards to illegal migration and to act as
a control factor in bringing security and
stability. However, it is difficult to
understand what are the European
Union standards, taking Germany and
Hungary as an example.European Union
must have one broad strategy accepted
across the Union on sensitive security
questions, such as migration. He also
said that according to the statistics from
EU, the number of people trying to
illegally cross the border of Republic of
Macedonia is up 88% in 2018, compared
to last year. 
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He noted that this is an indicator of the
actual state on the issue currently. Illegal
migration has several challenges, starting
from the number of victims on the road to
Europe, which is rising, but also the
possibility of terrorist and other dangerous
behaviour. 
Miroslav Hovančík mainly focused on
border guarding and the situation in
Slovakia regarding illegal migration. He
presented why is risk analysis so important,
stressing that we do not have limitless
capacities and when decisions have to be
made it is important to make those
decisions based on knowledge and
experiences. He also spoke about Frontex
as well as the CIRAM model which is an
intelligent cycle that looks at the risk as a
threat measured by the magnitude and the
likelihood -through vulnerability / the level
of vulnerability of MS whether they are
transit or the destination.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The representative from Ministry of Internal
affairs, Marinko Kochovski, presented
statistics about migrant movement during
the 2015/2016 wave.
 

He spoke about the role of united
European forces that helped the border
security and noted that Republic of
Macedonia will soon join them.
The participants of this working session,
were very interested in discussion and
more that 20 discussants commented,
asked questions and shared their
thoughts in regards to the
recommendations.
 

21.12.2018 Program council meeting
 
On 21.12.2018 there was a meeting in
“Trend” Restaurant and the goal of this
meeting was to finalise the
recommendations.   The council gave
suggestions on the next working
session and already had few topics that
were debated. The meeting was
attended by: National coordinator of
NKEU-MK, Prof. Mileva Gjurovska,
Working group 4 coordinator Nikola
Todorovski, Co-chair Andrej Lepavcov,
Experts Trpe Stojanovski and Blerim
Reka as well as project assistants Elena
Gacheva and Nikola Jazadjiski.


